THiS PAPER computes the odd dimensional, projective, surgery groups LPn+I(~) for all finite groups 7r. The computation is made as follows. We reduce by Dress induction to the case 1r is 2-hyperelementary and here, we express LPn+l(Tr) as a direct sum of It is worth mentioning that the even dimensional, projective, surgery groups L~',(~') of finite groups 7r are computed in the following papers; in the case that the 2-hyperelementary subgroups of ~" are abelian, they have been computed already in Bak [4, 7] and Bak-Scharlau [9] and in the general case, they are computed in Kolster [21] and Kolster [21.1].
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(Received 22 January 1980) §0. INTRODUCTION THiS PAPER computes the odd dimensional, projective, surgery groups LPn+I(~) for all finite groups 7r. The computation is made as follows. We reduce by Dress induction to the case 1r is 2-hyperelementary and here, we express LPn+l(Tr) as a direct sum of class groups C(X) where X ranges over the irreducible characters of ~r. Several precise numerical calculations are deduced from the general computation. One such calculation is the following: If the Schur index of any irreducible character of a 2-hyperelementary subgroup of ,r is trivial then L1e(Tr) --0; this is the case, for example, if either zr itself or, more generally, every 2-hyperelementary subgroup of is a direct product of abelian and dihedral groups. Another precise calculation is the following: If the 2-hyperelementary subgroups of ~r are abelian then L3P(TT)~ (Z[2Z) r°-I where r0 is the number of real, irreducible characters of ~-. The latter calculation and a special case of the former have appeared already in Bak [4] .
It is worth mentioning that the even dimensional, projective, surgery groups L~',(~') of finite groups 7r are computed in the following papers; in the case that the 2-hyperelementary subgroups of ~" are abelian, they have been computed already in Bak [4, 7] and Bak-Scharlau [9] and in the general case, they are computed in Kolster [21] and Kolster [21.1] .
We describe now the organization and results of the paper. In §l, we recall briefly the required notation from the K-theory of quadratic forms; in particular, if A is an involution invariant subring of a semisimple ring B with involution and if A = _+ l then fWo~(A) denotes the Witt group of A-forms (equivalently nonsingular min-quadratic modules) on finitely generated, projective A-modules which become free of even rank over B. We then cite an exact sequence of Witt groups due to Pardon and Ranicki. In §2, we compute the cokernel of the canonical homorphism
8:fWo~(B)--* I-I fWoA(Bp)@ [I fWo~(Bp)]fWoA(~p) p~S p~S
where B is a finite, simple, central F-algebra with involution, F is an arbitrary number field, S is an arbitrary finite set of finite primes of F, and ~p is an involution invariant, maximal order on the completion/~p of B at p. The results of (2.2)-(2.4) show that
(1) coker 0 = 0,
Z/2Z, CI(E(B), S) or an extension of Z/2Z by CI(E(B), S)
where
Ci(E(B), S) is a certain class group related to S and to the real Archimedean primes E(B) of F which do not split B. Then we show in (2.5) that CI(E(B), S) contains a direct summand (Z/2Z) JscHx(ml+lsj where Sc is the set of all complex,
Archimedean primes of F. If S is large enough, we show that we have equality above.
In §3, we put the background materials needed from character theory. The most important result is Corollary 3.2. The setting of the corollary is as follows. Let zr be a p-hyperelementary group. Let Zzr and OTr denote respectively the integral and rational group rings of ~-with involution inverting each element of ~r. Write OTr as a product II x B(X) of simple rings B(X) where X ranges over all inequivalent, irreducible characters of 7r. Let 6 be any maximal involution invariant order on OTr.
• is not necessarily a maximal order, but by a result of Scharlau [33] , it is hereditary and therefore, has a product decomposition 6 = YICT(X) corresponding to that of OTr. The corollary says x the following: There is a finite set S(X) of finite primes of the center (B(x)) (S(x) is explicitly described in §3) such that for all finite primes p ~ S(X), ~(X)p is a maximal order and such that if ~9(zr) and ~9(X) are respectively the canonical homomorphisms
a (~-):fWo(Q ~) ---> LI. fWo((O~)q)/fWo((Z~)q)
q finite rational a(x):fWo(B(x)) ~ [[ pES(x) 
then f Wo( B~(x )p )(~ I I [ Wo(ff(x) )/fWoWix) )
p~s (x) coker 0(Tr) ~ I'I coker c~(X). The assertion of the corollary holds in contexts other than those of the current paper and should be a valuable tool to study problems concerning Z~-. In §4, we compute L~n+~(~') in terms of the class groups above and then we exhibit the computation in some special cases. The general computation is made as follows. By Dress induction (see (4. 2)), we can reduce to the case 7r is 2-hyperelementary. Using the K-theory exact sequence of §1, we show that there is an exact sequence 0--->coker 0(zr)~
L~,+l(Tr)'-~(7/2z)e(~)'-~O.
If n ---0 mod (2), we show that e(Tr)= 0 and if n -= 1 mod (2), we compute precisely e(Tr) in terms of the irreducible characters of ~r. It remains to compute coker 0(7r). By (2) above, coker 0(zr) -~ II coker 3(X) and by (1) 
O(X) =O,Z/2Z, CI(E(B(x)), S(X)), or an extension of Z/2Z by CI(E(B(x), S(X))
depending on the kind of character X is. Since the subfield of center B(X) consisting of all elements fixed by the involution is real, it turns out that only the first and third possibilities above can occur. The result is given in Theorem 4.1. §1. K-THEORY In this section, we recall the definitions of some Witt groups and then cite a localization exact sequence relating them. Throughout the section, the following notation will remain fixed:
F algebraic number field with involution x~--~£ B finite dimensional, semisimple F-algebra with compatible involution x~--~g R ring of integers in F A involution invariant R-order [32] on B. Let A = _+ 1. We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts of A-form and A-formation. For reference, the reader is referred to Pardon [30] and Ranicki [31] . It should be pointed out that a A-form on a finitely generated, projective module is precisely a rain-quadratic form in the sense of Bak [3, 6] . The notations chosen below for Witt groups are those of Pardon [23] .
[ 
~fWo-~(A)~ fWo-~(B)~ fWo-~(B/A)~ fW,* (A) ~ fW, ~ (B) ~ fW, ~ (B/A) ~ fWo* (A) ~. . .
We consider now the localization sequence in the special case F = ~. Let q be a rational prime. The natural splitting of torsion modules into a direct sum of q-torsion modules defines an isomorphism In this section, we fix the following notation. F algebraic number field with involution a~ R ring of integers in F B finite, central, simple F-algebra with compatible involution b~-~/7 6 involution invariant, R-order on B E fixed field of the involution on F Sc set of all complex, Archimedean primes on E SR set of all real, Archimedean primes on E $2 set of all dyadic primes on E S finite set of finite primes on E. If R0 denotes the ring of integers of E then a finite prime of E corresponds to a maximal ideal p of R0. If M is any R0-module then we let/~/p denote the completion of M at p; thus, ~tp =limM/piM. If M is any E-module and v is a Archimedean or 7 finite prime of E then we let /~/v denote the completion of M at v. The following assumption will be in force throughout the section.
Assumption. ~p is a maximal /~p-order for all finite primes pC S. The goal of the section is as follows:
Goal. To compute in terms of certain ray class groups the cokernel of the canonical homomorphism
~s~:fWo*(B) ~ LI fWo*(Bp)~) El fWo*(Bp)/image (fWo~(t~p)) pES p~S
The goal above divides naturally into three cases, according to the classification of the classical, simple algebraic groups. The division goes as follows. Recall that the involution on B is called of the first kind (resp. second kind) if the involution on F is trivial (resp. nontrivial). If the involution is of the first kind and if n = X/([B:F]) then it is well known (see Albert [l] ) that the F-vector space of all elements fixed by the involution has either dimension [n(n -1)/2] or dimension [n(n + 1)/2]. An involution of the first kind is called of type +(resp. type-) if the dimension above is [n(n + !)/2] (resp. [n(n -1)/2]). The goal above will be divided into the following three cases.
I. Unitary case. The involution on B is of the second kind and A is an arbitrary element of R such that AA= I.
Symplectic case.
The involution on B is of the first kind and A =-1 (resp. A = + 1) if the involution has type + (resp. type -).
3. Orthogonal case. The involution on B is of the first kind and A = +1 (resp. A = -1) if the involution has type + (resp. type-). The proof of Corollary 2.2 will be given immediately after the proof of Theorem 2.1.
For the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need to recall a couple of definitions and some easy consequences thereof. Let A be a ring with involution a~-*a. Let x E center (A). 
H:tI~p) , H2( Pp ").
If p is unramified in F then H:(/~p')= 1 (see Serre [34, V §2 Corollary] 
AB = { ~, aibiln E N, ai ~ A, bi E B} = R. The set of all invertible, fractional ideals
forms under multiplication a group called the ideal group of F. The fractional ideal R is the identity element. Since R is a Dedekind ring, it follows that any fractional ideal is invertible and that the set of maximal ideals of R is a free basis for the ideal group of F. Let X = subset of Sa I s = subgroup of the ideal group generated by {PIP is a maximal ideal of R, pj~ S} F(E, S) = {ala ~ F, a E Fv'2 (resp. Fp-2) (resp. Fp .2 U ApFp '2) for all v ~ X (resp. p ~ S) (resp. p E S~ -S)} 
Cl(X,S)= lSUS2/{ I-I PV'~a'la EF(X,S)} (ISUSO2
We recall that any simple algebra is called split is it is a matrix algebra M,(K) with coefficients in K where K is the center of the algebra. A finite or Archimedean prime v of F is called ramified (resp. unramilied) in B if/3~ is not split (resp. is split). Proof. During the course of the proof, the isomorphism above will be explicitly described. To simplify the details of the proof, we shall reduce via Morita theory (see Bak [3, §9] ) to the case B = D is a division ring.
We recall now the classification of quadratic forms over /)p and ¢~p where p is a finite prime of F. In the latter case, we shall make the additional assumption that ~p is a maximal/~p-order. Let dp = discriminant invariant at p trp = Hasse-Witt invariant at p.
The classification divides naturally into two cases. Case 1. /)p does not split. Then by a theorem of Tsukamoto [37] , the discriminant defines an isomorphism By the local computations above, the map (LI dp)@ H(ap, dp) is an isomorphism.
pffU pEU
Thus, coker Os* = coker 8. The rest of the proof divides, as above, into two cases. Next, we want to compute part of the ray class group CI(E, S). To do this, we require some additional notation. As in the orthogonal case above, it will be assumed that E = F. Let E = subset of SR F(E) ={ala E F', a @/~v '2 for all v EE}
Case 1. D does not split. From results in Bartels [1 1, §2 and Satz 2(a)], it follows that coker 6 = coker (F('Z(D)) ~ C) = CI(E(D), S). (In applying
Satz 2(a), it is useful to recognize that
C(E, S) = is/{LI pvpt"~la E F(E)}(IS) 2. p~S
One has, as above for the group CI(E, S), the following equivalent descriptions of C(E, S):
p~S Clearly, C(fl, O) is the usual ideal class group of R, namely (group of all invertible, fractional ideals)/(principal fractional ideals). There is a canonical surjective homomorphism C(E, ~i)~ C(~l, ~) whose kernel has order =< 2121, but whose precise order is not in general known. There is a canonical surjective homomorphism C(E, gi)~ C(E, S) and in Lemma 2.13 below, we compute its kernel. Our main result is the following. Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation. For the case p E $2-S, one should keep in mind that Ap is a norm from Pp(~/a)<:>(Ap, a)p = l<=>(see O'Meara [28, We prepare now for the proof of Theorem 2.5. The preparations we will need are from class field theory. As a general reference, we recommend Neukirch [27] or Cassels-Froehlich [ 15] .
If v is a finite or real prime of F, we let (,L denote the Hilbert symbol at v; thus Proof. By a theorem of Weber, C(E,0)= 1. Since C(X, $2) is a quotient of C(X, 0), it follows that C(E, S2) = 1. Since F is totally real, it follows that IScl = 0 and since the rational prime 2 is totally ramified in F (see Serre [34 
Proof. Let G = GaI(F(V'[A(E, S)]/F).

By Kummer theory (see Lang [23, VIII §8 Theorem 13]), the pairing (A(~,, S)/F'2)× G-+{ +_ i} (a, o~)~-* (x/a)qx/a
is a nonsingular, bimultiplicative pairing. Let
Let C = coker (F'~J). By lemma 2.8, F(X/[A(E, S)]) is the class field associated to C.
In a way similar to the proof of Corollary 2.12 below, one can show that there is a [28, 65 : 12] . The organization of the proof is as follows. In the paragraph below, we shall establish some exact sequences and in the paragraph thereafter, we shall deduce the theorem from the exact sequences.
canonical isomorphism C--~CI(E, S) and since the extension F(x/[A(E, S)])/F is unramified outside of $2 (see Serre [34, III, §5]), the Artin Symbol (p, F(~/[A(E, S)])/F) defines an isomorphism CI(X, S) ~ ,G, [ H p",]~-* LI(p, FOv/[A(E, S)])/F)"~ (see
Let P(E, S) = image (F(E)--*I s, a~--~ LI pvp(a)). Let C'(E, S) = IS/p(E, S). Let p~S
2C(E, S) = ker (C(E, S) -~ (~(E, S), A ~ A2). Let R(E, S) = {a [a E F', a E Fv .2 for all v E
SR-E, vp(a)-O for all finite p~ S}; thus, R(SR, S) is the ring of S-integers in F.
The exact sequence
! ~ R(E, S) , A(~, S) ,I s a ~---~ H p(l/2)vp(a) p~S induces an exact sequence (*) I ~R(~, S)/R(SR, S)2~AtE, S)/F"
> R(S,. S)
induces an exact sequence (**)
, R(S,. S)/R(E. S)
Moreover, the canonical homomorphism 
2C( S, -V, S)/ P(O, S)---~ !.
, F" P(O, S) > F'/F(S, -~)
>1 ,P(O, S)[P(S. -"Z, S) (***) F'IF(SR-E)-: I-I P,,lP,."~(zI2z) Is"l I';r vESR-V
IA(E. S)/ F ~] = JR(E. R)/R(S,. S#H£(S, -E. s)lIP(O, s)/P(S, -E, S)[-'.
By (**) and (***),
[P(O. S)/P(Sn -E.. S)l = 2Js"HzIR(S,. S)/R(E.. S)l-'
Since [C(S. -E, S)I = 12C(S. -E, S)[, it follows from the above that
IA(v~. F)IF'2[ = [R(S,. S)IR(S,. S)2121~l-ls.lJC(Sa-E. S)l and by the Dirichlet unit theorem (see Cassels-Froehlich [15, II, §18]), [R(S., S)/R(SR, S)21 = 2 Is¢l+ls.l+lsl.
The theorem follows.
The following lemma was required earlier in the section. It's proof is straightforward and will be left to the reader.
LEMMA 2.1 1. Let G1 and G2 be abelian groups and let p~: Gt(~G2-~ Gi, (g~, g2)~--~g~, (i = l, 2). Let G be a group and let ¢:G~G~QG: be a homomorphism such that given gl E G1, there is a g E G such that PloP(g) = gt. Then the rule (gt, g:)~-->(P:¢(g)Y Jg,. is independent of the choice of g such that Pl¢(g) = gl and it induces an isomorphism coker ¢ ) coker (P2(P[kerp,,~).
A typical application of the lemma is given in the following corollary. CORROLLARY 2.12. generated by S is the same as that generated by S~. Finally, the homomorphism
Coker (F(E)~ LI•/&2@ LI ,~p'/A &2 U &2@ IJ f=p'/l~p'Ibp'2)=Cl(E,S).
II (Z/2Z)~C(E,~)), [ 1-I np]~--~[ II p",], is injective because the elements of S~ are
RES I RES I pES I
linearly independent in C(E, ~). §3. CHARACTER THEORY Let ~-be a finite group. Let Z~r (resp. O~r) denote the integral (resp. rational) group ring of ~" with involution inverting each element of ~r. By a character X of ~-, we shall always mean an absolutely irreducible character (see Serre [35] ). Let Thus, 07r has a finite, product decomposition
o~-= l-[ B(x).
[xl Let p be a rational prime and let 7rp denote a p-sylow subgroup of ~'. We recall that the group ~-is called p-elementary if 7r has a direct product decomposition 7r = X × 7to where X is a cyclic group of order prime to p. The group 7r is called p-hyperelementary if 7r has a semidirect product decomposition 7r = Xx~'p such that X is a cyclic normal subgroup of 7r of order prime to p.
It is well known that each B(X) is involution invariant and has center Q(X)
Suppose Max ((Z~)q) (resp. Max (,~q)) denote the set of maximal 2-sided ideals of (Z~r)q (resp. ,4q). Let M (resp. N) denote the subset of Max ((ZTr)q) (resp. Max (. 
KEY LEMMA 3.1. Let 7r be a p-hyperelementary group. Let 6 be a maximal involution invariant Z-order on QTr containing Z Tr (~ need not be a maximal Z-order, but it is at least hereditary, see Scharlau [33]). The decomposition Orr = FIB(x ) induces [xl a decomposition ~ = II t?(X) where 6(X) is a maximal involution invariant Z-order on
Ix]
B(X). The assertions are as follows: Suppose that qllrr[. (a) If X is q-trivial then ~(X)o is a maximal 7_q-order on 13(X)
~
fW,~(((f~r)JQ)×((z~)JQ)))=O. Thus, the canonical map fW,a((Z~)q/I)--> II fW,a((iTr)q/Q) is an isomorphism.
QEM
The following corollary makes it much easier to compute the cokernel of the homomorphism c90 a. 
(X):fWo~(B(x)) --, H fwg((ff(x),)® LI fWo*(ff(x),)/fWo~(d(x),) qES(x) qe.S(x)
coker a0 A ~ I-Icoker aa(x).
[xl
Proof. Let 6(.10 denote the canonical homomorphism 8(x):fWoa(B(x))~ LI [WoA(f(X)q).
First, we shall show that coker (6(X)) has exponent 2. In the unitary q case, the result follows from Theorem 2.1. In the symplectic case, the result follows from the fact (see Tsukamoto [37] ) that fWo~(BiX)q)=0. In the orthogonal case, the result can be deduced easily from the proof of Theorem 2.4, once one observes that O(x) is totally real. It follows now that coker O0 x and 1-I ,9o~(X) have exponent 2. Thus, [x] in order to show that coker 80 a ---II coker (30A(X) Proof. Let 7r = X >4 77" 2 and suppose that 1' is induced from the linear character ~b on the subgroup X x 02 of X >~ ~r2. We may assume that ~ is faithful and Q(X)-primitive, i.e. X is not induced from a Q(X)-character of a proper subgroup. Thus, 02 is cyclic and ~r:/o: -Galois group (O(O)/O(X)) (see Fontaine [17, Proposition 3.4] ).
(a) Since X is 2-trivial, it follows that X is induced from a linear character 0 on X. The assertion of (a) follows now from Isaacs [ Let ~" be a finite group. Let Z ~r denote the integral group ring of ~r with involution inverting each element of 7r. We want to define the odd dimensional, projective, surgery group L~,+~(~). The usual definition of the group is given in [6] . However, it is more convenient for us to define the group by
Lpn+l(~) = fW~_~)~(ZTr)/(~ (-I 0 )"]"
The fact that the two definitions coincide follows easily from a result of Swan [35.1, Theorem 4.2] which says that every finitely generated, projective ZTr-module P has the property that ~)@zP is free over OTr. Some background materials on protective L-groups can be found in [3] , [25] , [27.1] , [30.1] , and [36] .
For convenience, we recall some notation in §2 and §3. By a character X of 7r, we shall always mean an absolutely irreducible character. Let too(X) (resp. ma(x)) = rational (resp. real) Schur index of X for all v ~ E(X)~.
J
We recall that X is called real if oO() has no complex, Archimedean primes. This is equivalent to the fact that the involution on Q0() is trivial, in which case one says that the involution on B(X) is of the first kind. 
[I (Z/2Z)IS(x)IC(SR(x), S(X))
[X]¢ I real which is corrected by replacing the group Lh,+dTr) by 0 if n -= 0 mod (2) and by (Z/2Z) s +(~) if n -= 1 rood (2), where S and E are as defined in [4] . The correction has been noted already in Bak [5] . Proof. By (4.2), we can reduce to the case that 7r is 2-hyperelementary. Thus, we can assume that ~r is a direct product ~r = 7rl x • • • x ~rr of groups 7ri(1 -< i -< r) such that 7ri is either abelian or dihedral. By Theorem 4.1(a), it suffices to show that too(X) = I for every irreducible character X of 7r. Thus, it suffices to show that OTr is a product of matrix rings with coefficients in a field. To accomplish this, it suffices to show that each O~ri is a product of matrix rings with coefficients in a field. If k is an integer >0, let ~'k denote a primitive k'th root of unity. If ~-~ is abelian, O~-g is a product of fields. 
Proof. The proof shall be given only for the case m odd. The proof in the case m even is similar, but requires a few extra details which will be left to the reader.
Suppose that m is odd. By (4.4)', we can write O~r = O~OG II M2(O(~" k q" ~'kl). 
COROLLARY 4.7. Suppose that every 2-hyperelementary subgroup of 1r is 2-elementary. This is equivalent to the condition that ~r has a (unique) normal, 2-Sylow subgroup 7r2. Then the canonical map below is an isomorphism
L2v.+ i ('a'2) ' L~,,+1(rr).
Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7, taken together, compute precisely LP,+t(Tr) for any finite group 7r which has a normal, 2-Sylow subgroup.
Proof. By (4.2), we can reduce to the case that zr is 2-elementary. Since 7r factors as a direct product zr = 7r~ x rr2 where 7r~ is a cyclic, odd order group, it is clear that all irreducible, real characters of ~r vanish on 7r~. The corollary follows now from Theorem 4.1.
We prepare now for the proof of Theorem 4.1. The following lemma will be needed. An analogous result for Lh,+l(zr) has been proved by Hausmann [19] . 
